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ZX Spectrum
Posted by Biotech - 01 Sep 2010 21:58
_____________________________________

Dont know if this has been posted before ( sorry if so ) but i still think this is awesome. Got reminded by
that C64 web-browser post in general chat.    

[youtube:2h6w1xup][/youtube:2h6w1xup]

============================================================================

Re: ZX Spectrum
Posted by liger - 02 Sep 2010 00:37
_____________________________________

what the?

1) get high

2) watch this

3) mind=blown

============================================================================

Re: ZX Spectrum
Posted by slaB - 02 Sep 2010 00:55
_____________________________________

What strange music... doubt I would listen to that ever, unless as liger said, getting high and then listen
to it.

============================================================================

Re: ZX Spectrum
Posted by VoGon - 02 Sep 2010 08:40
_____________________________________

This rocks so much!
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============================================================================

Re: ZX Spectrum
Posted by liger - 02 Sep 2010 09:29
_____________________________________

bio sucks!

now this is stuck in ma head  devil:

============================================================================

Re: ZX Spectrum
Posted by Johannicus - 02 Sep 2010 17:21
_____________________________________

VoGon wrote:

This rocks so much!

                      

 +1

============================================================================

Re: ZX Spectrum
Posted by Biotech - 02 Sep 2010 19:10
_____________________________________

slaB wrote:

What strange music... doubt I would listen to that ever, unless as liger said, getting high and then listen
to it.

its more the idea that the entire tune has been made on a ZX spectrum.      its not your everyday &quot;hmm lets put this on&quot; tune no, i agree

============================================================================

Re: ZX Spectrum
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Posted by slaB - 02 Sep 2010 21:08
_____________________________________

The closest I get to such noisy data-music is this, fuc*ing epic   

[youtube:12dddsmw][/youtube:12dddsmw]

Btw, this thread belongs in the music section 

============================================================================

Re: ZX Spectrum
Posted by VoGon - 02 Sep 2010 22:27
_____________________________________

[youtube:m6nuijny][/youtube:m6nuijny]

============================================================================

Re: ZX Spectrum
Posted by Tunes - 02 Sep 2010 22:45
_____________________________________

well, I was high, I saw the thing... and problem... cool music

made with a currah speech synthtizer (yes, they exist) and prolly a tracker for the spectrum, yes, they
also exist.

Recently I was browsing a few parts catalog, for my complete mind blowup, keyboard membranes and
other precious spectrum 48k and 128k (+, +2 and +3) are still manufactured today in the UK... CRAZZY
NUTTERS...

Well, needless to say, I bought a few to kick my 48k and 128k back to life 

============================================================================
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